Behavior Economics:
Increase Sales to Women by $2 Million

If your dealership sold an extra 10% to your female leads and
walk-ins, this would increase top line sales by $2 million and
considerably impact gross profit. The pressures of a more
challenging retail climate lie ahead, causing most dealers to look
for ways to sustain and grow their businesses.
We now understand the differences between men’s and
women’s expectations when they shop for a car. We also know
the best practices to drive change in attitudes and behaviors
in dealerships. This white paper combines these two areas
of expertise into recommendations on how dealerships can
differentiate themselves and become destinations for women
buyers, the largest and fastest-growing car-buying segment.
Women drivers now outnumber men drivers. Women buy 45%
of the cars and influence a critical mass of the purchases. In the
showroom, however, 9 in 10 sales advisors are male, so some
blind spots could exist.
Behavior economics is the individual change that leads to a
cultural shift so an employee’s behavior aligns with the company’s
objectives. It’s time to ask, how do we need to adjust our attitudes
and behaviors to meet women’s expectations and attract this
growing car-buying segment? And, most importantly, what is
the economic impact of capturing and retaining the business of
female guests and walk-ins?

Abstract
Dealerships with outdated behaviors
and attitudes are losing traction in this
competitive industry. Data shows that
over half of women visit 3 dealers before
purchasing. Six in 10 women who leave
a dealership without buying do not return.
Consider the first engagement point the
only engagement point that matters.
It takes more than just having the “best
price” or a female spokesperson in the
dealership’s family to market to women
and families today. What new behaviors
can be implemented to engage and
expand sales to this segment?
This five-step process will enable dealers
to quickly take action to educate and
encourage sellers to shift attitudes and
behaviors that will result in selling more
cars to women, leading to increased
gross margin dollars, clients, and CSI.

American families have changed. Has your dealership adapted?
The demographics of American families are changing rapidly and impacting sales at your dealership today.
Women have taken the lead as the fastest-growing car-buying segment. Currently, almost 4 in 10 women are
the breadwinners in their families.1
Dealers need to shift their paradigm to effectively engage, market, and optimize sales to women. How is your
current and future customer demographic represented in your frontline team?
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Here are some key data points:
• 45% of women purchase cars by themselves.
• Half of women visit 1 dealer; the other half visits 3.2 dealers.
• 53% of millennial car buyers are women.2
• Millennial women are outlicensing men two to one.3
• 60% of women don’t purchase from the brand dealer closest to their homes.
Do your salespeople engage women walking through your doors as primary buyers and decision makers? It
is important that sales personnel get it right the first time. When a woman leaves a dealership without buying,
there is a 60% chance she will not return to the same dealership to buy.

Add $2M in Top Line Sales and $200,000 in Gross Profit
The goal of every general manager is to increase market share, sales, and profits. The average dealer will sell
approximately 819 combined vehicles to women this year. Capturing incremental business from this powerful
buying group needs to be a top priority and is very tangible. By focusing on new practices and tracking metrics,
selling an extra 10% to female guests, leads, and walk-ins is completely doable. Take a closer look at how this
translates into big numbers with gaining women’s loyalty and retention.

*Averages based on 2016 Dealer Financial Statements and 2016 NADA Data Financial Profile

Downside Domino Effect
Family demographics have changed, yet many dealerships are not paying close enough attention to the
trends. With all of women’s buying power and influence, when a woman walks out of your store without
making a purchase, your dealership is paying a big price.
Here’s how:
•
•
•
•
•

If she isn’t buying from you, she’s buying from your competitor.
Your reputation suffers. There is a good chance she will describe her unpleasant experience on social
media, and once that goes viral, it is difficult to undo.
You have lost future female buyers who consult and rely heavily on dealer reviews before they shop.
A CAR-Research study shows that the average dealership only logs 25% of their ups. How many women
were overlooked as potential buyers in the other 75%?
You have lost the residual value of her service business for 3 to 6 years.
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5 Easy Steps to Train Your Sales Advisors
How does your dealership adapt, coach, and motivate your sales team to adopt new attitudes and behaviors?
Prosci® is a leading change management research and training company that helps organizations across
hundreds of industries around the globe to manage change to achieve their business goals.
Our five-step process is built on Prosci’s research and ADKAR® Model of what’s needed for change to be
successful:

1. Awareness of what’s changing and why.
2. Desire to make the change.
3. Knowledge of how to change.
4. Ability to make the change.
5. Reinforcement to ensure the changes are sustained.
Now your business can use this model to introduce and sustain new behaviors that will lead to breakthroughs
in sales and the gross margin dollars illustrated.
The most important first step is to ensure that the general manager is fully committed to leading the changes
that are needed in the dealership to achieve this result. Prosci research of thousands of companies over
12 years consistently reveals that the #1 cause for change failure is the lack of active engagement and
commitment from the leader. So the general manager must fully buy in and be highly motivated and ready to
lead the change in their dealership.
Goal: Generate $2 million in sales and $200,000 in additional gross profit by selling 10% more cars to women
each month.

Step 1: Create Awareness of What’s Changing and Why
•
•
•
•

Make the goal clear and measurable: Increase sales to women by 10% or $2 million in calendar year
2018.
Name the campaign and make it fun and memorable: The Buy-In Factor.
Create a one-page graphic that captures the goals and call to action.
Develop a clear sexual harassment policy to eliminate counterproductive speech and behaviors behind
the scenes.

Step 2: Create Desire with Incentives—What in It for Me (WIIFM)?
•
•
•
•

People change because they want to, not because they have to. Make the personal value of increasing
sales to women real with special incentives for the first six months.
The general manager leads a kickoff meeting to explain the shifting demographics, the new goal, why
it’s important, and the potential value to the dealership.
Sales managers coach and reinforce new approaches and review data on sales to women weekly.
Ask for and integrate ideas to create a sense of ownership.
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Step 3: Build Knowledge of How to Change
•
•
•
•

Deliver training about what women value when shopping for a car.
Identify which behaviors increase what women value most: respect and trustworthiness.
Raise awareness on how sales advisors’ attitudes are demonstrated in their behaviors.
Test sales advisors on their basic understanding of key factors that impact sales to women.

Step 4: Build New Abilities with Coaching and Feedback
•
•
•
•

Knowing what to do is not enough; new behaviors must be practiced for old ones to fade.
Develop a plan for sales managers to regularly observe, coach, and provide feedback to sales
advisors.
Role play interactions between sales advisors and potential women buyers.
Have small groups share what’s working.

Step 5: Reinforce the New Behaviors and Attitudes
•
•
•

•
•

Reward success to make these new behaviors and attitudes “sticky.”
Broadcast progress and contest winners weekly.
Track new metrics and review weekly with the sales teams (see Appendix A).
• # Women Guests
• # Women Referrals
• # New Sales to Women
• # Total Cars Sold
• % Sales to Women
Recognize small successes often and publicly, such as in meetings and with certificates.
Walk the talk: The general manager and sales managers should regularly discuss progress with sellers
on the floor.

Conclusion
Increase sales to women by helping your frontline team adopt new attitudes and behaviors that women
consider engaging, respectful, and trustworthy. Follow the recommended best practices in this white paper to
develop the sales advisors’ skills and personal effectiveness with women customers. Be prepared to gain the
competitive edge with the most important buyers walking through the doors: women.
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About Women-Drivers.com

About Frances Payne Harpst

Women-Drivers.com is the premier car dealer review
site focused on women and families. It connects
women buyers to Certified Trusted Dealers. Over 60%
of women report not being confident buying a car. The
company provides reputation management, website
content, and advanced Women’s Satisfaction Index®
Data for dealerships and OEMs to better engage
women customers when purchasing, shopping, and
in the Service Lane.

Ms. Harpst has led change initiatives with Fortune 500
manufacturing, financial, and technology companies
to transform organizations, sales effectiveness, and
accelerate business outcomes. As a former board
member of the Association of Change Management
Professionals, she has helped to establish global
industry standards and certification processes for this
growing profession.
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Appendix A: Printable Customer Purchase Behavior Tracking Form
This chart is an example of how to track your sales and conversions to women’s buyers. To get the Excel
document, go to: http://bit.ly/2cH7KYe.
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